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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a mounting structure of
a vehicle interior part in which the vehicle interior part is
mounted to a vehicle body using a fixing device.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] A mounting structure of a vehicle interior part
is disclosed in WO99/67542. In this mounting structure,
an interior part is mounted onto a vehicle body with a
fixing device (a clip) having a portion engaged with the
vehicle body (vehicle body-side engaging portion), a por-
tion engaged with the interior part (an interior part-side
engaging portion), and a flexible strap that connects the
vehicle body-side engaging portion and the interior part-
side engaging portion. The force generated by the en-
gagement of the interior part-side engaging portion with
a protrusion formed in the vehicle body side engaging
portion, that is, pulling resistance, is set to be smaller
than the force generated by the engagement of the ve-
hicle body-side engaging portion with the vehicle body.
When a predetermined force that removes the interior
parts acts upon the protrusion formed on the vehicle body
side, the interior part-side engaging portion is disen-
gaged from the protrusion. Upon movement of the interior
part away from the vehicle body, the strap serves to keep
the interior part from moving away from the vehicle body
by a distance equal to or greater than a predetermined
value.
[0003] In the conventional mounting structure as de-
scribed above, at the time of or after mounting the interior
part to the vehicle body, the strap that connects the ve-
hicle body-side engaging portion and the interior part-
side engaging portion may interfere with mounting the
interior part to the vehicle body smoothly. Besides, a por-
tion between the vehicle body-side engaging portion and
the strap or between the interior part-side engaging por-
tion and the strap may be twisted and broken when the
interior part is detached away from the vehicle body.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The mounting structure adapted to mount an
interior part for a vehicle on a body of the vehicle includes
a first engaging portion that is engaged with and fixed to
the body of the vehicle, the first engaging portion being
kept from disengaged from the body of the vehicle under
a predetermined load, a second engaging portion that is
connected to the first engaging portion, the second en-
gaging portion being engaged with and fixed to the inte-
rior part, and disengaged from the interior part under the
predetermined load, and a movement limiting portion that
is connected to the second engaging portion and stored

in an interior space formed in the interior part in a state
where the second engaging portion is engaged with the
interior part. The movement limiting portion limits a move-
ment of the interior part away from the body of the vehicle
by a distance that is equal to or greater than a predeter-
mined distance when the second engaging portion is dis-
engaged from the interior part so as to be moved away
from the body of the vehicle.
[0005] The movement limiting portion has an end por-
tion that is movable in the interior space in which the
movement limiting portion is kept. The first engaging por-
tion is provided on a first end of the mounting structure,
the second engaging portion is provided on an interme-
diate portion of the mounting structure, and the move-
ment limiting portion is provided on a second end of the
mounting structure.
[0006] The movement limiting portion includes an end
that serves as an anchor portion engaged with the interior
part so as to limit the movement of the interior part, and
a flexible portion that connects the anchor portion and
the second engaging portion. The second engaging por-
tion and the movement limiting portion have substantially
flat shapes that extend in different directions.
[0007] According to the embodiment of the invention,
in the state where the interior part is mounted on the
vehicle body, the first engaging portion is engaged with
and fixed to the vehicle body, the second engaging por-
tion is engaged with and fixed to the interior part, and the
movement limiting portion is placed within the interior
space formed in the interior part. When a predetermined
load (pulling strength) acts upon the interior part, the sec-
ond engaging portion is disengaged from the interior part
while the first engaging portion is kept from being disen-
gaged from the interior part. When the interior part moves
away from the vehicle body, the movement limiting por-
tion serves to limit movement of the interior part from the
vehicle body by the distance equal to or greater than a
predetermined value.
[0008] In the case where the second engaging portion
of the mounting device is engaged with the interior part,
the movement limiting portion does not interferes with
mounting the interior part to the vehicle body because it
is placed within the interior space formed in the interior
part.
[0009] When the movement limiting portion is placed
in the interior space formed in the interior part, the end
of the movement limiting portion is allowed to move within
the interior space. It is unlikely that the movement limiting
portion is twisted when the interior part is moved away
from the vehicle body, enhancing the breaking strength.
[0010] The first engaging portion, the second engaging
portion and the movement limiting portion are formed on
one end, an intermediate position, and the other end of
the mounting structure, respectively. In the above-de-
scribed structure, the second engaging portion can be
engaged with a part of the interior space of the interior
part in the state where the movement limiting portion is
placed within the interior space of the interior part. The
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interior space of the interior part may partially serve as
a portion with which the second engaging portion is en-
gaged. This makes it possible to simplify the structure of
the interior part, improving mounting performance.
[0011] A tip of the end of the movement limiting portion
is formed as an anchor portion which is engaged with the
interior surface of the interior part so as to limit the move-
ment thereof. A joint portion that connects the anchor
portion and the second engaging portion is formed as an
elastic member. The joint portion is capable of absorbing
the impact caused by the movement of the interior part
away from the vehicle body. Furthermore, as the anchor
portion is engaged with the interior surface of the interior
part, the movement of the interior part can be limited re-
liably.
[0012] The second engaging portion and the anchor
portion of the movement limiting portion have substan-
tially flat shapes that extend in different directions. This
makes it possible to bring the interior part having the hole
with which the second engaging portion is engaged into
engagement with the anchor portion with sufficient
strength, limiting the movement of the interior part away
from the vehicle body.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The foregoing and/or further objects, features
and advantages of the invention will become more ap-
parent from the following description of preferred embod-
iments with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
which like numerals are used to represent like elements
and wherein:

Fig. 1 is a view showing one embodiment of a mount-
ing structure of a vehicle interior part according to
the invention;
Fig. 2 is a view showing a mounting hole formed in
a pillar shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a view showing a mounting hole formed in
a pillar garnish shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is a front view of a mounting device itself shown
in Fig. 1;
Fig. 5 is a bottom view of the mounting device shown
in Fig. 4;
Fig. 6 is a partially broken side view of the mounting
device shown in Fig. 4;
Fig. 7 is a sectional view taken along line 7-7 of Fig. 4;
Fig. 8 is an enlarged view of portion A of Fig. 6; and
Fig. 9 is an enlarge view of portion B of Fig. 6.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0014] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the invention will
be described with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings. Fig. 1 shows a pillar garnish 20 as a vehicle interior
part which is mounted onto a pillar 10 of a vehicle body
using a mounting device 30. A rectangular mounting hole

11 shown in Fig .2 is formed in the pillar 10 while a trap-
ezoidal interior space 22 including a rectangular mount-
ing hole 21 shown in Fig. 3 formed in the lower end is
formed in the pillar garnish 20.
[0015] As shown in Figs. 4 to 10, the mounting device
30 includes a first engaging portion 31 at one end thereof
(lower end portion shown in Fig. 4), a second engaging
portion 32 at an intermediate portion thereof, and a move-
ment limiting portion 33 at the other end thereof, which
are integrally formed of a synthetic resin material (e.g.
fiber reinforced nylon). The first engaging portion 31 in-
cludes a hood-like portion 31a and a pair of engaging
claws 31b. The hood-like portion 31a is adapted to elas-
tically abut on an annular circumference of an inner sur-
face of the pillar 10, and each of the engaging claws 31b
is adapted to elastically deform and pass through the
mounting hole 11 to be engaged with an outer surface
of the pillar 10. The first engaging portion 31 as afore-
mentioned is engaged with and fixed to the pillar 10 when
it is fitted into the mounting hole 11 of the pillar 10, so as
to be kept from being disengaged from the pillar 10 when
a predetermined load (pulling force) is applied.
[0016] The second engaging portion 32 includes a rec-
tangular base plate 32a and a pair of engaging claws
32b. The rectangular base plate 32a is adapted to abut
on an outer surface of the interior space 22 and each of
the engaging claws is adapted to elastically deform and
pass through the mounting hole 21 and to fit to an inner
surface of the interior space 22. A portion 32c in which
a pair of the engaging claws 32b are formed has a sub-
stantially flat shape. The second engaging portion 32 is
fitted into the mounting hole 21 of the pillar garnish so as
to be engaged with and fixed to a portion 22a of the in-
terior space 22 of the pillar garnish. The portion 32c of
the second engaging portion 32 is disengaged from the
interior space 22 when a predetermined load (pulling
force) is applied.
[0017] The movement limiting portion 33 includes an
anchor portion 33a and a flexible portion 33b. The anchor
portion 33a is provided at one end of the movement lim-
iting portion 33 and is adapted to limit the movement of
the pillar garnish 20 when it is engaged with the portion
22a of the interior space 22. The flexible portion 33b is
provided as the joint that connects the anchor portion
33a and the second engaging portion 32. The flexible
portion 33b includes a flexible curved portion with a flat
band-like shape at the intermediate position. While the
second engaging portion 32 is engaged with the pillar
garnish 20 as shown in Fig. 1, the movement limiting
portion 33 is kept within the interior space 22. Upon dis-
engagement of the second engaging portion 32 from the
pillar garnish 20, the pillar garnish 20 is detached from
the pillar 10. Then the movement limiting portion 33 func-
tions to prevent the pillar garnish 20 from moving away
from the pillar 10 by a distance that exceeds a predeter-
mined value.
[0018] Referring to Figs.4 to 6, the anchor portion 33a
of a fan-like flat shape has a width W1 (smaller than W2
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as the length of the long side of the mounting hole 21
shown in Fig. 3) and has a thickness T1 (smaller than T2
as the length of the short side of the mounting hole 21
shown in Fig. 3). The direction in which the flat shape of
the anchor portion 33a extends is different from the di-
rection in which the flat shape of the portion 32c extends
by 90 degrees. Besides, the anchor portion 33a is placed
within the interior space 22 of the pillar garnish 20 such
that the anchor portion 33a is not constrained but mov-
able therein as shown in Fig. 1.
[0019] In this embodiment, the anchor portion 33a of
the mounting device 30 is first inserted into the mounting
hole 21 of the pillar garnish 20. The mounting device 30
is then turned 90 degrees such that the flexible portion
33b of the mounting device 30 is inserted into the mount-
ing hole 21 of the pillar garnish 20. Then, both engaging
claws 32b and the portion 32c of the second engaging
portion 32 are fit to the mounting hole 21 of the pillar
garnish 20 under pressure so as to engage both the en-
gaging claws 32b with the inner surface of the storing
portion 22. Accordingly the mounting device 30 is in-
stalled to the interior space 22 of the pillar garnish 20.
[0020] In a state where the mounting device 30 is in-
stalled to the interior space 22 of the pillar garnish 20,
both engaging claws 31b of the first engaging portion 31
are secured to the outer surface of the pillar 10 by fitting
those engaging claws 31b to the mounting hole 11 of the
pillar 10 under pressure. The pillar garnish 20, thus, can
be mounted to the pillar 10 using the mounting device 30.
[0021] In this embodiment, when the pillar garnish 20
is mounted on the pillar 10 using the mounting device
30, the first and the second engaging portions 31, 32 of
the mounting device 30 remain engaged and fixed with
the pillar 10 and the pillar garnish 20, respectively. The
movement limiting portion 33 of the mounting device 30
is kept within the interior space 22 of the pillar garnish
20 as shown in Fig. 1.
[0022] When a predetermined load (pulling force) is
applied to the above-described pillar garnish 20, the sec-
ond engaging portion 32 of the mounting device 30 is
disengaged from the interior space 22 of the pillar garnish
20 in the state where the first engaging portion 31 of the
mounting device 30 is engaged with the pillar 10. The
pillar garnish 20 is then detached and moves away from
the pillar 10. At this time, the pillar garnish 20 is prevented
from moving away from the pillar 10 by a distance that
exceeds a predetermined value by the movement limiting
portion 33 of the mounting device 30.
[0023] As described above, in the embodiment, in the
state where the second engaging portion 32 of the mount-
ing device 30 is engaged with the interior space 22 of the
pillar garnish 20, the movement limiting portion 33 of the
mounting device 30 is kept within the interior space 22
of the pillar garnish 20. As a result, the mounting device
30 does not interfere with mounting of the pillar garnish
20 on the pillar 10.
[0024] Also, in the embodiment, the movement limiting
portion 33 is placed within the interior space 22 of the

pillar garnish 20 such that the end of the movement lim-
iting portion 33, that is, the anchor portion 33a, is not
constrained (can freely move within the interior space
22). It is, thus, unlikely that the movement limiting portion
33 is twisted upon detachment and movement of the pillar
garnish 20 away from the pillar 10. This makes it possible
to enhance the break strength of the movement limiting
portion 33.
[0025] Also, in this embodiment, the mounting device
30 includes the first engaging portion 31 at one end there-
of, the second engaging portion 32 at an intermediate
portion thereof, and the movement limiting portion 33 at
the other end thereof. In the state where the movement
limiting portion 33 is placed within the interior space 22
of the pillar garnish 20, it is possible to bring the second
engaging portion 32 into engagement with the portion
22a of the interior space 22 of the pillar garnish 20. As
the portion 22a is engaged with the second engaging
portion 32, the structure of the pillar garnish 20 can be
simplified, allowing easy mounting operation.
[0026] Also, in the embodiment, the movement limiting
portion 33 includes the anchor portion 33a and the flexible
portion 33b. The anchor portion 33a is provided at one
end of the movement limiting portion 33 and engaged
with the pillar garnish 20 so as to limit movement thereof.
The flexible portion 33b is provided at a joint connecting
the anchor portion 33a and the second engaging portion
32 of the movement limiting portion 33. When the pillar
garnish 20 is detached from the pillar 10, the flexible por-
tion 33b is capable of reducing the impact caused by the
detachment of the pillar garnish 20. The engagement of
the anchor portion 33a with the interior space of the pillar
garnish 20 may reliably restrict movement of the pillar
garnish 20 away from the pillar 10.
[0027] In the embodiment, the pillar garnish 20 as the
interior part is mounted on the pillar 10 as the vehicle
body. However, other interior part may be mounted on
the vehicle body in the same manner as the foregoing
embodiment or in the modified manner. In the embodi-
ment, the flexible portion 33b has a curved portion at its
center. However, such curve does not have to be provid-
ed at the center but other configuration may be employed.
Further, while the curved portion is formed substantially
in the middle of the flexible portion 33b in the embodi-
ment, the embodiment may be implemented without such
curved portion as one modification example. Also, the
shape of each portion of the mounting device 30 may be
modified when appropriate.

Claims

1. A mounting structure adapted to mount an interior
part for a vehicle on a body of the vehicle, comprising:

a first engaging portion (31) that is engaged with
and fixed to the body of the vehicle, the first en-
gaging portion being kept from disengaged from
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the body of the vehicle under a predetermined
load;
a second engaging portion (32) that is connect-
ed to the first engaging portion, the second en-
gaging portion being engaged with and fixed to
the interior part, and disengaged from the inte-
rior part under the predetermined load, charac-
terized in that
a movement limiting portion (33) is connected
to the second engaging portion and stored in an
interior space formed in the interior part in a state
where the second engaging portion is engaged
with the interior part, wherein
the movement limiting portion (33) limits a move-
ment of the interior part away from the body of
the vehicle by a distance that is equal to or great-
er than a predetermined distance when the sec-
ond engaging portion is disengaged from the in-
terior part so as to be moved away from the body
of the vehicle.

2. A mounting structure according to claim 1, wherein
the movement limiting portion (33) has an end por-
tion that is movable in the interior space where the
movement limiting portion is kept.

3. A mounting structure according to claim 1, wherein
the first engaging portion is provided on a first end
of the mounting structure, the second engaging por-
tion is provided on an intermediate portion of the
mounting structure, and the movement limiting por-
tion is provided on a second end of the mounting
structure.

4. A mounting structure according to any one of claims
1,2 and 3, wherein the movement limiting portion in-
cludes an end that serves as an anchor portion en-
gaged with the interior part so as to limit the move-
ment of the interior part, and a flexible portion that
connects the anchor portion and the second engag-
ing portion.

5. A mounting structure according to claim 4, wherein
the second engaging portion and the movement lim-
iting portion have substantially flat shapes that ex-
tend in different directions.

6. A mounting structure according to any one of claims
1 to 5, wherein the body of the vehicle is a pillar (10).

7. A mounting structure according to any one of claims
1 to 6, wherein the interior part is a pillar garnish (20).

Patentansprüche

1. Montageanordnung, die angewendet wird, um ein
Innenverkleidungsteil für ein Fahrzeug an einem

Fahrzeugkörper zu befestigen, welche Folgendes
aufweist: einen ersten Eingriffsabschnitt (31), wel-
cher mit dem Fahrzeugkörper in Eingriff und an die-
sem befestigt ist, wobei der erste Eingriffsabschnitt
unter einer vorbestimmten Last abgehalten wird,
sich von dem Fahrzeugkörper zu lösen;
einen zweiten Eingriffsabschnitt (32), welcher mit
dem ersten Eingriffsabschnitt (31) verbunden ist,
wobei der zweite Eingriffsabschnitt mit dem Innen-
verkleidungsteil in Eingriff und an diesem befestigt
ist, und unter der vorbestimmten Last von dem In-
nenverkleidungsteil gelöst wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
ein Bewegungsbegrenzungsabschnitt (33) mit dem
zweiten Eingriffsabschnitt (32) verbunden ist und in
einem Innenraum, der in dem Innenverkleidungsteil
ausgebildet ist, in einem Zustand aufgenommen ist,
bei dem der zweite Eingriffsabschnitt mit dem Innen-
verkleidungsteil in Eingriff ist, wobei
der Bewegungsbegrenzungsabschnitt (33) eine Be-
wegung des Innenverkleidungsteils weg von dem
Fahrzeugkörper mit einem Abstand begrenzt, wel-
cher gleich oder größer als ein vorbestimmter Ab-
stand ist, wenn der zweite Eingriffsabschnitt von dem
Innenverkleidungsteil gelöst ist, um von dem Fahr-
zeugkörper weg bewegt zu werden.

2. Montageanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Be-
wegungsbegrenzungsabschnitt (33) einen Endab-
schnitt hat, der in dem Innenraum, wo der Bewe-
gungsbegrenzungsabschnitt gehalten ist, bewegbar
ist.

3. Montageanordnung nach Anspruch 1, wobei der er-
ste Eingriffsabschnitt an einem ersten Ende der
Montageanordnung vorgesehen ist, der zweite Ein-
griffsabschnitt an einem mittleren Abschnitt der Mon-
tageanordnung vorgesehen ist, und der Bewe-
gungsbegrenzungsabschnitt an einem zweiten En-
de der Montageanordnung vorgesehen ist.

4. Montageanordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 1, 2
oder 3, wobei der Bewegungsbegrenzungsabschnitt
ein Ende, das als ein Ankerabschnitt dient, der mit
dem Innenverkleidungsteil in Eingriff steht, um die
Bewegung des Innenverkleidungsteil zu begrenzen,
und einen flexiblen Abschnitt hat, der den Ankerab-
schnitt und den zweiten Eingriffsabschnitt verbindet.

5. Montageanordnung nach Anspruch 4, wobei der
zweite Eingriffsabschnitt und der Bewegungsbe-
grenzungsabschnitt im Wesentlichen flache Formen
haben, die sich in unterschiedliche Richtungen er-
strecken.

6. Montageanordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
5, wobei der Fahrzeugkörper eine Säule (10) ist.
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7. Montageanordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
6, wobei das Innenverkleidungsteil ein Säulenbesatz
(20) ist.

Revendications

1. Structure de montage conçue pour monter une pièce
intérieure destinée à un véhicule sur une caisse de
véhicule, comprenant:

une première partie d’engagement (31) qui est
engagée et fixée à la caisse du véhicule, la pre-
mière partie d’engagement étant empêchée
d’être désolidarisée de la caisse du véhicule
sous une charge prédéterminée,
une seconde partie d’engagement (32) qui est
connectée à la première partie d’engagement,
la seconde partie d’engagement étant engagée
et fixée à la pièce intérieure, et désolidarisée de
la pièce intérieure sous la charge prédétermi-
née, caractérisée en ce que
une partie de limitation de mouvement (33) est
connectée à la seconde partie d’engagement et
prévue dans un espace intérieur formé dans la
pièce intérieure dans un état où la seconde par-
tie d’engagement est engagée avec la pièce in-
térieure, dans laquelle
la partie de limitation de mouvement (33) limite
un mouvement de la pièce intérieure qui s’écarte
de la caisse du véhicule d’une distance qui est
supérieure ou égale à une distance prédétermi-
née lorsque la seconde partie d’engagement est
désolidarisée de la pièce intérieure de façon à
être écartée de la caisse du véhicule.

2. Structure de montage selon la revendication 1, dans
laquelle la partie de limitation de mouvement (33)
présente une partie d’extrémité qui peut être dépla-
cée dans l’espace intérieur où la partie de limitation
de mouvement est maintenue.

3. Structure de montage selon la revendication 1, dans
laquelle la première partie d’engagement est dispo-
sée sur une première extrémité de la structure de
montage, la seconde partie d’engagement est dis-
posée sur une partie intermédiaire de la structure de
montage, et la partie de limitation de mouvement est
disposée sur une seconde extrémité de la structure
de montage.

4. Structure de montage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1, 2 et 3, dans laquelle la partie de
limitation de mouvement comprend une première
extrémité qui sert de partie d’ancrage engagée avec
la pièce intérieure de façon à limiter le mouvement
de la pièce intérieure, et une partie souple qui con-
necte la partie d’ancrage et la seconde partie d’en-

gagement.

5. Structure de montage selon la revendication 4, dans
laquelle la seconde partie d’engagement et la partie
de limitation de mouvement présentent des formes
pratiquement plates qui s’étendent dans des direc-
tions différentes.

6. Structure de montage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 5, dans laquelle la caisse du vé-
hicule est un montant (10).

7. Structure de montage selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 6, dans laquelle la pièce intérieure
est une garniture de montant (20).
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